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Across
3. Allows information to be delivered to other

computers or electronic devices connected to the
network

5. Used for non-profit organization sites
7. Network that allows information to be shared

between devices over LAN
8. Identifies company or commercial sites

10. Physical addition to the computer that allows for
storage of programs, information and resources

11. Network that covers a broad area using leased
telecommunication lines

14. Artificial body placed in orbit around the earth or
moon or another planet in order to collect

   Down
1. A list of data items that are reclaimed in a specific

order
2. Many businesses use this Wi-Fi technology to

allow the public an access point to a wireless
network

4. Process of encoding messages or information in
such a way that only authorized parties can read it

6. Used for government sites
9. Large computer network that spans a metropolitan

area and falls between a LAN and a WAN
11. Allows computers, smartphones, or other devices

to connect to the Internet or communicate with one
another wirelessly within a particular area



information or for communication
16. Optic Name for the thin tubes of glass used by

much of the Internet to send data quickly over
long distances underground

17. That is indicated when the domain name has only
two letters like .us, .uk, .au, .mx, or .ca

18. browser An application used to search and find
information on the Internet

19. Computer network that connects computers within
a limited area such as a home, school, computer
laboratory, or office building, using network media

22. Used for educational sites (most commonly four-
year universities)

12. When encryption is needed to protect valuable
passwords and financial transactions, this will
allow you a safe and secure connection to the
Internet

13. Every computer looking to access the Internet
would be known as this

14. Computer that provides data to other computers. It
may serve data to systems on a local area network
(LAN) or a wide area network (WAN) over the
Internet.

15. The acronym for hyper text markup language that
is widely considered the language of the Internet

20. Used for Internet service providers or other types
of networks

21. Small device that connects computers together


